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T-FIT® unique insulation technology presents leading product T-FIT Clean
at INTERPHEX 2020
T-FIT®, a Zotefoams plc business, will be showcasing the exceptional performance benefits
from the pharmaceutical cleanroom piping insulation of choice, T-FIT Clean, at this year’s
International Pharmaceutical Expo (INTERPHEX) in New York, USA.
T-FIT is a unique, modular technical pipework insulation system purposely designed for
highly controlled production environments. Visitors to booth 3822 will have the opportunity to
discover the impressive properties of T-FIT Clean, widely acknowledged as the leading
pipework insulation system for pharmaceutical cleanrooms worldwide.
Manufactured from Zotefoams’ ground-breaking ZOTEK® F42HTLS fine, closed cell PVDF
foam via Zotefoams’ unique three-stage process, T-FIT Clean offers unrivalled in-use
performance benefits and is the only foam insulation product that meets or exceeds all
relevant global standards for cleanroom insulation, including FM4910 Cleanroom Materials
Protocol and ASTM G21-96 and G21-15 Standard Practice for Determining Resistance of
Synthetic Polymeric Materials to Fungi. It is also fully compliant with cGMP.
Originally developed to meet rigorous aviation industry standards, ZOTEK F42HTLS is easy
to clean and immune to most chemicals. It has a wide operating temperature range,
excellent flammability credentials and is inherently pure and non-toxic. Its closed cell
structure eliminates particles and it is easily vacuum- or thermoformed into complex shapes,
enabling the development of clamshell elbows, tees and runs for all standard pipework.
Quick to install and with a long, maintenance-free service life once in place, T-FIT Clean
offers low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
As the pharmaceutical sector continues to grow globally, T-FIT recognises innovation and
product development is vital in supporting the industry achieve even higher levels of product

quality as it offers a growing range of technical insulation with unique manufacturing
benefits.
T-FIT’s range also includes T-FIT Hygiene, developed specifically for aseptic areas, and TFIT Process, manufactured from nylon for more demanding high temperature process areas.
Zotefoams Group CEO, David Stirling, says, “We’ve experienced significant increase in
demand for T-FIT globally, so we see INTERPHEX as the ideal platform to restate the
benefits of T-FIT’s leading product T-FIT Clean, while providing choice and flexibility. As
demand continues to grow our capacity investments worldwide will enhance our supply,
sales and service capabilities to ensure that T-FIT continues to be the technical insulation of
choice.”
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About Zotefoams plc
Zotefoams plc (LSE – ZTF) is a world leader in cellular materials technology. Utilising a variety of unique manufacturing
processes, including environmentally friendly nitrogen expansion for lightweight AZOTE® polyolefin and ZOTEK® highperformance foams, Zotefoams sells to diverse markets worldwide. Zotefoams uses its own cellular materials to manufacture TFIT® advanced insulation for demanding industrial markets. In addition, Zotefoams owns and licenses patented MuCell®
microcellular foam technology, developed specifically for extrusion applications, from a base in Massachusetts, USA, to
customers worldwide.
Zotefoams is headquartered in Croydon, UK, with additional manufacturing sites in Kentucky and Oklahoma, USA (foam
products manufacture and conversion), Massachusetts, USA (MuCell® Extrusion) and Jiangsu Province, China (T-FIT®). A
third foam-manufacturing site, in Poland, is planned to begin operations in 2020.
AZOTE®, ZOTEK®, T-FIT® and ReZorce® are registered trademarks of Zotefoams plc
MuCell® is a registered trademark of Trexel Inc.
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